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Abstract: The buildup of the coherence of a Class-B semiconductor microlaser in the sub-
threshold region is characterized by photon coincidence. Correlation values g(2)(0) > 2  confirm the 
key role of spatio-temporal dynamics in the photon statistics. 
OCIS codes: 250.5960 Semiconductor lasers ; 270.5290 Photon statistics ;140.3430 Laser theory 
 
 
1. Introduction  
Lasers are often perceived as threshold devices, with a rapid all-or-nothing transition around threshold. This 
approach usually holds for high quality factor (“Class A” [1]) devices or macroscopic ones, but fails to correctly 
describe the transition in very small samples.  The long carrier lifetime – compared to the cavity time – typical of 
semiconductor-based micro- and nanolasers (“Class B” devices) introduces an additional element of complexity to 
the problem due to the nontrivial dynamical evolution [2,3] of the coherent fraction of electromagnetic field, and 
opens questions on coherence buildup.   
Below threshold, the characterization of the latter is rendered difficult due to the small number of photons 
contained in the laser cavity at any given time, thus yielding very low optical intensity levels, close to or below the 
sensitivity limit of standard photodetectors. Fortunately, recent telecom-based quantum measurement techniques [4] 
now allow the assessment of the laser's degree of  coherence through its second order correlation function, g(2)(τ).  
 
2. Experimental setup  
We elected to characterize a commercial Class B laser, Thorlabs VCSEL-980 (λ = 980 nm). The attenuated beam 
reaches, through a standard 50/50 fiber coupler, two independent IdQuantique ID100 photon detectors. Detection 
events are correlated through a Ortec 567 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). Coincidence events are accounted for 
and mapped. (Fig. 1) The jitter of the detectors is estimated at 40 ps, and the resolution of the TAC at 15 ps.  
 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup 
 
 
3. Results  
This approach allows us to study the transition region at low pump values and to characterize the coherence buildup 
from a mostly incoherent regime well below threshold (Fig. 2a) towards the usual multimode regime above 
threshold, passing through different statistical mixtures of coherent and incoherent components. The growth of a 
signal at the center of the histograms, on top of the detector background, indicates the growth of short-term 
coherence. Its progressive enlargement with increasing pump currents concurs both with classical-based 
measurements above threshold [2] and with numerical simulations of the transition region performed by taking into 
account intrinsic fluctuations at threshold [3].   
The associated second order correlation function, g(2) (τ), also allows a characterization of the degree of 
coherence of the laser. Further increase in pump produces a flattening of the correlation (not shown), corresponding 
to the establishment of long-range temporal coherence shown in Fig. 3 (g(2) (0) = 1, right portion of the curve), in 
agreement with [2,3]. 
 
Fig. 2. Progressive buildup of the laser coherence: Histograms of coincidence events (Δt = 0 : time-bin 78).  
From left to right, pumping intensities are  (a) Ip =  1.15 mA; (b) Ip =  1. 20 mA & (c) Ip = 1.30 mA. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Experimental correlation function g(2) (0) 
We also observe, for the first time in this context, correlation values g(2) (0) up to 2.14 ± 0.06 at Ip = 1.30 mA 
(Fig. 3). Such values, significantly higher than the theoretical values for chaotic light (g(2) (0) = 2), can easily be 
interpreted by taking into account the temporal dynamics of the source in the extended threshold region, where 
bursts of shorts pulses can be classically observed [2], in good agreement with our stochastic model [3], instead of 
the traditionally expected cw behaviour above threshold: the concentration of detection events during a pulse 
increases the probability of coincidence events, thus g(2)(0). The apparent decrease in correlation for very low values 
of the  pump current (left side of Fig. 3) is an artefact stemming from the limited temporal resolution of the TAC. 
 
4.  Conclusion  
Quantum measurement techniques based on telecom technology appear as a promising tool for the characterization 
of the coherence of micro- and nano-lasers at low pump levels, where classical measurements become difficult. 
Further developments, and the implementation of a better temporal resolution both for the photon detectors and the 
TDC, should also allow an indirect characterization of the temporal dynamics of these lasers. In addition, these 
experimental measurements validate the theoretical approach of the stochastic simulator [3].  
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